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2. Summary

What are the work conditions of the labourers in the Italian and Spanish countryside? Were the same of the past times? At these questions we tried to give an answer in this radio report. There are the voices of old and recent labourers but also the voice of a trade unionist. But “the exploitation of the labourers is linked to the production system” says Matias, a small Spanish farmer, for this reason the radio report collected the opinions of an agronomist (Antonio Morales) and also the Matias ones.
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3. Dissemination of the Output

This radio report has been broadcasted within Radio Show "Passpartù" and the fifteen radios that have this broadcast in their palimpsest.
4. Biographies of the authors

Marco Stefanelli - Italy / Italie

Amisnet - www.amisnet.org

**AMISnet - Multimedia Agency for Social Information** - is a web based radio agency founded in 1998 with the aim to provide communication tools, best practices and editorial services for community radio stations at a grassroots level. Since the year 2000 AMISnet is involved in training and advocacy projects with the aim to increase the participation of the civil society to the communication landscape, and in particular radio, both at an operative level and at a theoretical and legislative level. Projects to promote media freedom and access have been realized by AMISnet in Jordan (2000); Palestine (2005, 2009; 2010); DR Congo (2006); Cabo Verde (2009); Mali and Burkina Faso (2011); and Tunisia (2005, 2012). A registered press agency since 2004, AMISnet has a consolidated editorial content production consisting mainly in radio features, programs and audio reportage published on line at use of a loose network of 20 Italian and 10 European local and community radio.

I have studied at the Sapienza University in Rome and I have a degree in contemporary history. Since september 2012 I work with the radio news agency AMISnet, with wich I edit the radio broadcast "Passpartù" about migrations and the discrimination of minority groups. I edited, in collaboration with Marzia Coronati, an audio-documentary about life and work’s conditions of african labourers in the italian countrysides: "La città nera". In the summers of 2012 and 2013 I have partecipated to the creation of Radio Ghetto, a radio in the southern italian countrysides where italian people and african labourers worked toghether and spoke about their problems and about the related solutions.

Marco Stefanelli – Spain / Espagne

Freelance

I graduated in the Malaga University, Science Communication Faculty with a specialization in Audiovisual Communication. I’m a freelance journalist and worked as radio technician in the community Radio Onda Color (Malaga / Spain). I realized different workshops with disadvantaged social groups such as detainees and children at risk of exclusion in Malaga. I founded Koman Ile an agency of audiovisual products who works in Mexico and Central America. I had carried out several journalist investigations about economic problems and exploitation, working a lot abroad, even in countries outside Europe. During my investigations I worked in several countries with different associations: Càritas Francia, Vía Campesina Norteamérica, Global Justice Ecology Project, Periodismo Humano y Amigos de la Tierra in Mexico; with CETMAR y AECID in Sao Tomé and Príncipe; with Campus Unicaja, in Coonic and Cyanmedia in Spain.